Endothelial cell transplantation for gene therapy in experimental gliomas.
Malignant gliomas are prominent targets for cancer gene therapy approaches because of their poor prognosis despite all available therapies. Endothelial cells (ECs) are considered attractive vehicles for cell-based gene therapy because of their tropism to the tumor vasculature. In this study, we investigated the potential of ECs to incorporate into glioma vessels after intra-arterial or local application to establish whether ECs can be used as cellular vectors for gene therapy in gliomas. Immortalized rat brain endothelial cells (BECs) were modified to express either beta-galactosidase or green fluorescent protein (GFP). The ability of transduced BECs to integrate into tumor vessels after interstitial implantation was evaluated in C6 and 9L glioma models. The fate of GFP-BECs was investigated after selective intracarotid injection into C6 tumor-bearing animals. The interstitially grafted BECs organized themselves into vascular-like structures and integrated into the tumor vasculature. Transgene expression was limited to 10 days after injection. After selective intra-arterial injection, numerous GFP-BECs were adherent to the vascular lumen at least 7 days after injection. These cells were evenly distributed within small vessels and capillaries of the injected hemisphere and did not home selectively to the tumor vessels. Cell-based therapy approaches to brain tumor treatment using BECs as cellular vectors might be hampered by the rapid downregulation of transgene expression and by the fact that these cells do not home specifically to tumor vessels after intra-arterial injection. Nevertheless, locoregional administration of BECs might be an interesting approach for delivering molecules to brain tumors when short-term expression of transgene in the perivascular space is desirable.